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Fear Street Super
Thriller: Secrets
The Lost Girl & Can You Keep a Secret?

R. L. Stine

The third and fourth books in the Fear Street re-launch, The
Lost Girl and Can You Keep a Secret?, now in one volume.

Now in one volume, master of horror R.L. Stine delivers two bone-chilling

stories of teens in danger in the small town of Shadyside, where danger and

violence looms on every darkened street corner.

In The Lost Girl, Michael is fascinated by the new girl at school, who is both

beautiful and mysterious. But where does she come from? Where does she

live? And why is Michael so drawn to her? If Michael doesn’t find out soon,

he could find himself confronting a new and terrifying mystery—how to stay

alive on Fear Street.

In Can You Keep a Secret?, Eddie and Emma are high school sweethearts

looking for some luck. When they discover a bag of money in the woods and

their friends get involved, there’s only one way this disagreement can

end—with death.

R.L. Stine delivers two terrifying stories about greed, lust, mystery, and what

can happen when teens get in way over their heads.

PRAISE

Praise for Fear Street:

“Stine returns to Shadyside and his incredibly successful and addictive horror
formula. It’s impossible not to be sucked into the swift pace and delightfully
spine-tingling moments. Expect plenty of turnout for this one.” —Booklist

“These books are designed to be a pleasant diversion as well as fodder for
nightmares...and the author doesn’t disappoint.” —Kirkus

“A volume that proves why Stine’s books endure.” —School Library Journal

R.L. STINE is one of the bestselling children’s authors in history with more than 400 million

books sold to date. In 1989, Stine created the Fear Street series, one of the bestselling young

adult book series in history with 80 million copies sold worldwide. He is also the author of

the bestselling children’s series Goosebumps, which began in 1992 and has sold 300 million

copies around the world. The Goosebumps series was made into a feature film starring Jack

Black as R.L. Stine himself.
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The Dead Boyfriend
A Fear Street Novel

R. L. Stine

The fifth new novel in the Goosebumps author’s relaunch of
Fear Street, which has sold 80 million copies around the world.

R.L. Stine’s Fear Street series is back, and in The Dead Boyfriend, he tells the

frightening tale of teenage love—and how it can go terribly, murderously

wrong.

Caitlin has never had a real boyfriend before. When she starts seeing Colin,

she throws herself into the relationship with fervor. She ignores her friends

who warn her that Colin may be a phony and that she is taking the whole

thing too seriously. Caitlin is smitten. She doesn’t care if she loses her friends.

All she wants is Colin.

When Caitlin approaches Colin with another girl, she completely loses it. She

snaps. Everything goes red. When she comes back to her senses, she realizes

that Colin is dead—and she has killed him. But if Colin is dead, how is he

staring at her across a crowded party?

Terrifying from the first page to the last, The Dead Boyfriend is a heart-

racing young adult novel from the master of teen screams himself.

PRAISE

Praise for Fear Street:

“Stine returns to Shadyside and his incredibly successful and addictive horror
formula. It’s impossible not to be sucked into the swift pace and delightfully
spine-tingling moments. Expect plenty of turnout for this one.” —Booklist

“These books are designed to be a pleasant diversion as well as fodder for
nightmares...and the author doesn’t disappoint.” —Kirkus

“Lurking on Fear Street are many more page-turning... horrors from the beloved
author... A volume that proves why Stine’s books endure.” —School Library
Journal

R.L. STINE is one of the bestselling children’s authors in history with more than 400 million

books sold to date. In 1989, Stine created the Fear Street series, one of the bestselling young

adult book series in history with 80 million copies sold worldwide. He is also the author of

the bestselling children’s series Goosebumps, which began in 1992 and has sold 300 million

copies around the world. The Goosebumps series was made into a feature film starring Jack

Black as R.L. Stine.
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Memory of Things, The
Gae Polisner

The powerful story of two teenagers finding friendship, comfort,
and first love in the days following 9/11 as their fractured city
tries to put itself back together.

On the morning of September 11, 2001, sixteen-year-old Kyle Donohue

watches the first twin tower come down from the window of Stuyvesant High

School. Moments later, terrified and fleeing home to safety across the

Brooklyn Bridge, he stumbles across a girl perched in the shadows, covered in

ash, and wearing a pair of costume wings. With his mother and sister in

California and unable to reach his father, a NYC detective likely on his way

to the disaster, Kyle makes the split-second decision to bring the girl home.

What follows is their story, told in alternating points of view, as Kyle tries to

unravel the mystery of the girl so he can return her to her family. But what if

the girl has forgotten everything, even her own name? And what if the more

Kyle gets to know her, the less he wants her to go home? The Memory of
Things tells a stunning story of friendship and first love and of carrying on

with our day-to-day living in the midst of world-changing tragedy and

unforgettable pain—it tells a story of hope.

PRAISE

“Powerful, frightening, sad, and impossible to look away from, The Memory of
Things is ultimately filled with love and hope. This is a truly remarkable,
unforgettably moving book.” —Andrew Smith, Printz Honor-winning author of
Grasshopper Jungle

“Lyrical, devastating, extraordinary, and full of heart. It is, of course, a love letter
to New York, but more importantly, it is a love letter to human beings, one that
masterfully weaves hope through pain, loss, solace, and connection.” —C. Desir,
author of Other Broken Things and Bleed Like Me

GAE POLISNER is the award-winning author of The Summer of Letting Go (Nerdy Book

Club Best YA 2014, Teen Ink Editor’s Choice Badge of Approval) and The Pull of Gravity
(2012 Bank Street Best, 2012 PSLA Top Forty, Nerdy Book Club Best YA 2011). She also

co-hosts Teachers Write!, a virtual writers camp for teachers and educators. She lives in Long

Island, New York with her family.
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The Possibility of Somewhere
Julia Day

An emotional and poignant young adult romance debut!

Ash Gupta is having an amazing senior year, hanging out with his tight circle

of friends and cranking out the grades his wealthy, immigrant Asian-Indian

parents expect. A model student in every way, Ash is on track to earn every

school honor there is... except one. It looks as if valedictorian will go to the

anti-social, foul-mouthed girl who has been a thorn in his side throughout high

school, and that’s just not a part of Ash’s—or his parents’—plan.

Eden Moore’s biggest goal is to escape the poverty that haunts her family.

When she’s not babysitting a special needs boy, managing the high school

website, or attending classes, she’s studying her ass off. Her perfect GPA

should be enough to win her the class valedictorian title, and with it, an

endorsement for the full-ride Peyton Scholarship. Eden’s sure this is her

chance to get out of her dead-end town and her trailer-park life for good, until

she discovers that the arrogant, rich Ash also wants the title and the

scholarship that will come along with it—for the prestige.

To both of their surprise, when Eden and Ash are forced to work together on

a school project, sparks fly. As they spend more time together, antagonism

changes to romance. They start a secret relationship, even though they’re on

opposite sides of nearly every social hierarchy their friends and families can

imagine—race, class, social status.

Can they put all that behind them and start something real?

JULIA DAY lives in North Carolina, halfway between the beaches and the mountains. She has

two twenty-something daughters and one geeky old husband. When she's not writing

software or stories, Julia enjoys traveling with her family, watching dance reality shows on TV,

and dreaming about which restaurant ought to get her business that night. The Possibility of
Somewhere is her debut YA contemporary romance.
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Boy Who Killed Grant Parker,
The
Kat Spears

From the critically-acclaimed author of Sway and Breakaway,
comes a high stakes contemporary story of a city teen who
moves to a small town and finds himself head to head with the
local bully.

Luke Grayson’s life might as well be over when he’s forced to live in rural

Tennessee with his Baptist pastor father. His reputation as a troublemaker has

followed him there, and as an outsider, Luke is automatically under suspicion

by everyone from the principal at his new school to the local police chief.

His social life is no better. The new kid in town is an easy target for Grant

Parker, the local golden boy with a violent streak who has the entire

community of Ashland under his thumb.

But things go topsy-turvy when a freak accident removes Grant from the top

of the social pyramid, replacing him with Luke. This fish out of water has

suddenly gone from social outcast to hero in a matter of twenty-four hours.

For the students who have lived in fear of Grant all their lives, this is a

welcome change. But Luke’s newfound fame comes with a price. Nobody

knows the truth about what really happened to Grant Parker except for Luke,

and the longer he keeps living the lie, the more like Grant Parker he becomes.

PRAISE

“A painfully honest and powerful depiction of the changing nature of friendships
in the face of hardship and an exploration of what it means ‘to be human and
alive.’” —Booklist (Starred Review) on Breakaway

“A compelling debut told with swagger and real depth.” —Kirkus (Starred Review)
on Sway

“There’s not a single canned emotion to be found; each boy’s pain is visceral and
true to his character. Readers will be hard-pressed to find a more realistic portrait
of friends finding themselves while losing one another. A rare study of growing
pains that gives equal weight to humor and hardship.” —Kirkus Reviews (Starred
Review) on Breakaway

KAT SPEARS has worked as a bartender, museum director, housekeeper, park ranger, business

manager, and painter (not the artistic kind). She holds an M.A. in anthropology, which has

helped to advance her bartending career. She lives in Richmond, Virginia with her three

freeloading kids. She is also the author of Sway and Breakaway.
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War Dogs
Tales of Canine Heroism, History, and Love

Rebecca Frankel

A compelling look at the important role that dogs have played in
America's most recent military conflicts, replete with touching
stories of individual dogs and their handlers/soldiers.

In War Dogs, Rebecca Frankel offers a riveting mix of on-the-ground

reporting her own hands-on experiences in the military working dog world,

and a look at the science of dogs’ special abilities—from their amazing noses

and powerful jaws to their enormous sensitivity to the emotions of their

human companions. Her narrative gives us insight into the world of dogs in

combat and the touching aspect of the relationship between soldiers and their

dogs.

Frankel explores the long, rich history of dogs in the US military, from the

spirit-lifting mascots of the Civil War to the dogs still leading patrols hunting

for IEDs today. Frankel not only interviewed handlers who deployed with

dogs in wars from Vietnam to Iraq, but top military commanders, K-9

program managers, combat-trained therapists who brought dogs into war

zones as part of a preemptive measure to stave off PTSD, and veterinary

technicians stationed in Bagram. She makes a passionate case for maintaining

a robust war-dog force.

In this special edition adapted specifically for a younger audience, Rebecca

Frankel gives further insight into her work as a journalist and how it led her to

explore the world of dogs and their handlers. With a compelling cast of

humans and animals, this moving book is a must read for all dog lovers.

PRAISE

Praise for the adult War Dogs:

“An exceptionally interesting and surprisingly moving book.” —Jonathan
Yardley, The Washington Post

“In this moving yet uncompromising book, Rebecca Frankel pays a tender tribute
to a very special breed of dogs and men.” —The Washington Times

“Heart-warming and heart-wrenching.” —Becky Krystal, The Washington Post

REBECCA FRANKEL is deputy editor at Foreign Policy magazine. Her regular Friday

column "Rebecca's War Dog of the Week" has been featured on The Best Defense since January

2010. Her work has appeared in The Wall Street Journal, The Atlantic, National Geographic,
Slate, among others. A Connecticut native, Frankel resides in Washington, DC.
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Breakaway
A Novel

Kat Spears

From Kat Spears, author of Sway, comes a new novel that asks
the question: when a group of four best friends begins to drift
apart, what will it take to bring them back together?

When Jason Marshall’s younger sister passes away, he knows he can count on

his three best friends and soccer teammates—Mario, Jordie, and Chick—to be

there for him. With a grief-crippled mother and a father who’s not in the

picture, he needs them more than ever. But when Mario starts hanging out

with a rough group of friends and Jordie finally lands the girl of his dreams,

Jason is left to fend for himself while maintaining a strained relationship with

troubled and quiet Chick.

Then Jason meets Raine, a girl he thinks is out of his league but who sees him

for everything he wants to be, and he finds himself pulled between building a

healthy and stable relationship with a girl he might be falling in love with,

grieving for his sister, and trying to hold onto the friendships he has always

relied on.

A witty and emotionally moving tale of friendship, first love, and loss,

Breakaway is Kat Spears at her finest.

PRAISE

Praise for Sway:

“Sharp dialogue, edgy humor, and an unlikely hero make this page-turner a
winner.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

A compelling debut told with swagger and real depth.” —Kirkus (starred review)

“Spears’ debut novel sets an update on Cyrano de Bergerac in a contemporary
high school, with noir undertones... Raw, honest...A gritty take on the male high
school experience.” —Booklist

KAT SPEARS has worked as a bartender, museum director, housekeeper, park ranger, business

manager, and painter (not the artistic kind). She holds an M.A. in anthropology, which has

helped to advance her bartending career. She lives in Richmond, Virginia with her three

freeloading kids. She is also the author of Sway.
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Moon Chosen
Tales of a New World

P. C. Cast

The debut novel in #1 New York Times bestselling author PC
Cast's brand new, epic YA series.

#1 New York Times bestselling author, P.C. Cast, brings us a new
epic fantasy set in a world where humans, their animal allies, and
the earth itself has been drastically changed. A world filled with
beauty and danger and cruelty…

Mari is an Earth Walker, heir to the unique healing powers of her Clan; but

she has cast her duties aside, until she is chosen by a special animal ally,

altering her destiny forever. When a deadly attack tears her world apart, Mari

reveals the strength of her powers and the forbidden secret of her dual nature

as she embarks on a mission to save her people. It is not until Nik, the son of

the leader from a rival, dominating clan strays across her path, that Mari

experiences something she has never felt before…

Now, darkness is coming, and with it, a force, more terrible and destructive

than the world has ever seen, leaving Mari to cast the shadows from the

earth. By forming a tumultuous alliance with Nik, she must make herself

ready. Ready to save her people. Ready to save herself and Nik. Ready to

embrace her true destiny…and obliterate the forces that threaten to destroy

them all.

P.C. Cast was born in the Midwest, and grew up being shuttled back-and-forth between

Illinois and Oklahoma, which is where she fell in love with Quarter Horses and mythology.

Ms. Cast is a #1 New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling author and a member of the

Oklahoma Writers Hall of Fame. With more than 20 million copies in print in over 40

countries, her novels have received many prestigious awards. Ms. Cast lives in Oregon

surrounded by beloved cats, dogs, horses, and family.
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Midnight Hour
C. C. Hunter

Fans won’t want to miss this stunning conclusion to the New
York Times bestselling Shadow Falls saga.

A missing sister, a heart in quandary, and a growing tattoo that no one

understands: The Shadow Falls franchise comes to a spectacular conclusion in

this thrilling finale.

Being a dyslexic witch has never been easy for Miranda Kane, but her time at

Shadow Falls helped her come into her true powers. Now her life is thrown

into chaos once again after a near death experience leaves her with a

mysterious growing tattoo no one can explain. To upend her world further,

her sister is kidnapped by an underground Wicca gang intent on taking her

powers and soul. And her heart is a mess over whether to get back together

with Perry or take a chance on a new love. Will her friends at Shadow Falls

save her…or will she realize that she had the power to save herself all along?

PRAISE

“Ms. Hunter handles this series with such deftness, crafting a wonderful tale. I
highly recommend this series filled with darkness and light, hope and danger,
friendship and romance.” —Night Owl Reviews (Top Pick)

“Jam-packed with action and romance . . . Hunter’s lifelike characters and
paranormal creatures populate a plot that will keep you guessing till the very end.
A perfect mesh of mystery, thriller, and romance. Vampires, weres and fae, oh
my!” —Romantic Times

“The newest in the super-popular teen paranormal genre, this book is one of the
best. This one is going on the keeper shelf!” —Fresh Fiction

C.C. HUNTER is the author of the New York Times bestselling Shadow Falls series. She lives

in Spring, Texas where she's at work on her next novel.
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My True Love Gave to Me
Twelve Holiday Stories

Rainbow Rowell, David Levithan, Gayle Forman, Holly Black,
Ally Carter, Laini Taylor, Kiersten White, Matt de la Peña,
Myra McEntire

Twelve romantic holiday stories by twelve bestselling young
adult authors, edited by Stephanie Perkins.

If you love holiday stories, holiday movies, made-for-TV-holiday specials,

holiday episodes of your favorite sitcoms and, especially, if you love holiday

anthologies, you’re going to fall in love with My True Love Gave to Me:
Twelve Holiday Stories by twelve bestselling young adult writers, edited by the

international bestselling Stephanie Perkins. Whether you enjoy celebrating

Christmas or Hanukkah, Winter Solstice or New Years, there’s something

here for everyone. So curl up by the fireplace and get cozy. You have twelve

reasons this season to stay indoors and fall in love.

PRAISE

“There’s no shortage of cozy setups for holiday romance in this captivating
collection of short stories…a rare seasonal treat.” —Publishers Weekly (starred
review)

“Rich language and careful, efficient character development make the collection an
absorbing and sophisticated read, each story surprisingly fresh despite the
constraints of a shared theme. It’s that rarest of short story collections: There’s not
a single lump of coal.” —Kirkus (starred review)

“Never mind the winter holidays; booktalk this title all year round.” —School
Library Journal (starred review)

STEPHANIE PERKINS has always worked with books—first as a bookseller, then as a

librarian, and now as a novelist. She's the author of the international bestsellers Anna and the
French Kiss and Lola and the Boy Next Door, as well as Isla and the Happily Ever After. My
True Love Gave to Me: Twelve Holiday Stories is her first anthology. Stephanie and her

husband live in the mountains of North Carolina.
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When the Moon Was Ours
Anna-Marie McLemore

From the author of The Weight of Feathers comes a young adult
novel about a girl hiding the truth, a boy with secrets from his
past, and four sisters who could ruin them both.

Anna-Marie McLemore’s debut novel The Weight of Feathers was greeted with

rave reviews, a YALSA Morris Award nomination, and spots on multiple

“Best YA Novels” lists. Now, McLemore delivers a second stunning and

utterly romantic novel, again tinged with magic.

To everyone who knows them, best friends Miel and Sam are as strange as

they are inseparable. Roses grow out of Miel’s wrist, and rumors say that she

spilled out of a water tower when she was five. Sam is known for the moons

he paints and hangs in the trees and for how little anyone knows about his life

before he and his mother moved to town. But as odd as everyone considers

Miel and Sam, even they stay away from the Bonner girls, four beautiful

sisters rumored to be witches. Now they want the roses that grow from Miel’s

skin, convinced that their scent can make anyone fall in love. And they’re

willing to use every secret Miel has fought to protect to make sure she gives

them up.

Atmospheric, dynamic, and packed with gorgeous prose, When the Moon was
Ours is another winner from this talented author.

PRAISE

Praise for The Weight of Feathers:

“You’ve never read a love story quite like this one.” —Bustle, “25 of September
2015’s Best YA Novels”

“With prose as magical as its characters... An exciting debut.” —Paste, “21 of the
Best New YA Books in September”

“McLemore’s prose is vivid. An air of mysterious fantasy enshrouds the whole
book, pulling the reader through it as if in a spell. A writer to watch.” —The
Guardian, “Fall 2015’s Best Latin American Books”

“Fans of The Night Circus will thoroughly enjoy this upcoming novel.”
—Buzzfeed, “17 New YA Books That Will Make Your Heart Happy”

ANNA-MARIE MCLEMORE was born in the foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains and

grew up in a Mexican-American family. She attended University of Southern California on a

Trustee Scholarship. A Lambda Literary Fellow, she has had work featured by the

Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West, CRATE Literary Magazine’s cratelit,
Camera Obscura’s Bridge the Gap Series, and The Portland Review.
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How to Keep a Boy from Kissing
You
Tara Eglington

When Aurora is cast in her high school’s production of Much
Ado about Nothing, she must avoid having her first kiss with
Hayden, her co-star, next door neighbor, and the bane of her
existence.

Sweet sixteen and never been kissed—and that’s the way Aurora Skye wants it

to be. She’s too busy finding guys for her two best friends, counseling her

sensitive New Age dad (the NAD), and dealing with the unexpected return of

her long-absent mom.

But always in the background there’s Hayden Paris, the boy next door, the

bane of Aurora’s existence. Smart, funny, and always around to see her at her

worst, he ‘gets’ her like no-one else... and that’s what makes him so

infuriating.

When Aurora and Hayden are coerced into the lead roles in the school

production of Much Ado About Nothing, things can only get worse. How is

Aurora going to save her first kiss for the secret admirer who wooed her with

poetry and a spectacular bunch of flowers on Valentine’s Day if she doesn’t

know who he is and she’s obligated to lock lips with Hayden in the play’s final

dramatic clinch?

From talented debut YA author Tara Eglington, this is a page-turning, funny

and delicious romp of a book.

PRAISE

“Looking for a funny summer read? Both kissing and non-kissing books will
adore How to Keep a Boy from Kissing You... Just what you want to read when
you’re curled up in bed eating chocolate!” —Girlfriend

TARA EGLINGTON grew up in Byron Bay, Australia. After a time working in the wedding

industry, she worked at HarperCollins Australia in the sales department. She is currently an

executive assistant at a glass company.
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We Are Still Tornadoes
Michael Kun and Susan Mullen

A sharply funny, richly emotional YA novel about friendship, love
and the unbreakable connections we make on the journey to
adulthood.

Growing up across the street from each other, Scott and Cath have been best

friends their entire lives. Cath would help Scott with his English homework,

he would make her mix tapes (it's the 80's after all), and any fight they had

would be forgotten over TV and cookies. But now they've graduated high

school and Cath is off to college while Scott is at home pursuing his musical

dreams.

During their first year apart, Scott and Cath's letters help them understand

heartache, annoying roommates, family drama and the pressure to figure out

what to do with the rest of their lives. And through it all, they realize that the

only person they want to turn to is each other. But does that mean they

should be more than friends? The only thing that's clear is that change is an

inescapable part of growing up. And the friends who help us navigate it share

an unshakable bond.

This funny yet deeply moving book--set to an awesome 80's soundtrack--

captures all the beautiful confusion and emotional intensity we find on the

verge of adulthood...and first love.

Michael Kun practices law in Los Angeles, California, where he lives with his wife Amy and

their daughter. He is a graduate of the Johns Hopkins University, where he studied fiction

writing, and the University of Virginia School of Law.

We Are Still Tornadoes is Susan Mullen’s first novel and first collaboration with Michael. She

is a graduate of Duke University, where she studied English literature, and the University of

Virginia School of Law. She practices law and lives in Northern Virginia....
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The Best Possible Answer
E. Katherine Kottaras

A contemporary YA novel about growing up and learning that
loving yourself is more important than trying to be perfect.

AP Exams – check

SAT test – check

College Application – check

Date the wrong guy and ruin everything you’ve spent your whole life working

for – check

Ultra-high-achiever Viviana Rabinovich-Lowe has always had a plan—and no

room to be anything less than perfect. But her quest for perfection comes to

a screeching halt when her boyfriend leaks racy pictures of her to the entire

school. Making matters worse, her parents are getting divorced and now her

perfect family is falling apart. For the first time, Viv feels like a complete and

utter failure.

Then she gets a job working at the community pool, where she meets a new

group of friends who know nothing about her past. That includes Evan, a

gorgeous guy who makes her want to do something she never thought she’d

do again: trust. For the first time in her life, Viv realizes she can finally be

whoever she wants. But who is that? While she tries to figure it out, she learns

something they never covered in her AP courses: that it’s okay to be less

than perfect, because it’s our imperfections that make us who we are.

PRAISE

“Powerful and rare...a wonderfully told story with gleams of humor and wit that
will inspire readers to live their lives for real.” —Robyn Schneider, bestselling
author of The Beginning of Everything

“A thoughtful exploration of grief and life.” —Kirkus Reviews

“Georgia’s Greek-American heritage offers a distinctive backdrop for the novel’s
themes of emotional healing and self-discovery, while Georgia herself emerges as a
realistically flawed and genuine protagonist.” —Publishers Weekly

“A perfect book for anyone trying to figure out what they want their life to look
like, and how to be brave enough to make that life a reality.” —Booklist

E. KATHERINE KOTTARAS is at her happiest when she is either 1) at the playground with

her husband and daughter and their wonderful community of friends, 2) breathing deeply in a

full handstand, or 3) writing. She lives in Los Angeles where she’s hard at work on her next

book.
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Infinity of You & Me, The
J. Q. Coyle

What if every life-altering choice you made could split your
world into infinite worlds?

Almost fifteen, Alicia is smart and funny with a deep connection to the poet

Sylvia Plath, but she’s ultimately failing at life. With a laundry list of

diagnoses, she hallucinates different worlds—strange, decaying, otherworldly

yet undeniably real worlds that are completely unlike her own with her single

mom and one true friend. In one particularly vivid hallucination, Alicia is

drawn to a boy her own age named Jax who’s trapped in a dying universe.

Days later, her long-lost father shows up at her birthday party, telling her that

the hallucinations aren’t hallucinations, but real worlds; she and Jax are bound

by a strange past and intertwining present. This leads her on a journey to find

out who she is while trying to save the people and worlds she loves. J.Q.

Coyle’s The Infinity of You & Me is a wild ride through unruly hearts and vivid

worlds guaranteed to captivate.

PRAISE

“A fantastically fun mind-bender from start to finish, The Infinity of You & Me
will thrill its readers and leave them hungry for more.” —Karen Akins, author of
Loop and Twist

J.Q. COYLE is the joint pen name of Julianna Baggott and Quinn Dalton. Quinn is an

acclaimed writer who has published two short story collections and two novels. Julianna is

the author of over twenty novels, including Pure, a New York Times Notable (2012).
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